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3D is an often maligned artform 
among illustrators and designers and 

that’s sometimes justified. For many people 
3D artwork has an association with sci-fi, 
fantasy and robots. It’s fine if that’s your 
bag but it’s not to everyone’s tastes.

I’ve been producing 3D-based art for a 
number of years now, and have seen a wide 
variety of styles and techniques ranging 
from the stereotypical vector shards to 
highly intense abstract structures. For me 
personally, the 3D application I use is 
almost as important as Photoshop itself. It’s 
an asset that can bring about a great amount 
of originality and experimentation, but at 
the same time can also be used as an 
everyday tool for creating elements such  
as typography, environments or effects. 

Throughout this tutorial you’ll be 
experimenting with displacement to turn  
a simple model into a detailed piece of 
geometry. Displacement pushes and pulls at 
a shape using the blacks and whites from a 
referenced map – many 3D artists use this 
method to create grass, fur or brick walls; 
but you’re going to use it to create a basis 
for an abstract design: Invertebrae.

Once you’ve produced your model, I’ll 
show you step-by-step how to composite it 
into an underwater scene using grading 
techniques and integrated photography.

This tutorial is primarily for users with 
basic to intermediate knowledge of both 3ds 
Max and Photoshop. It’s also worth noting 
that I’ve used VRay as my render engine – 
there are a series of screenshots on the 
accompanied CD showing my render set-
up, which you might wish to incorporate. 

1First you’ll need to set the environment 
colour. As the model will be rendered 

with alphas it doesn’t matter what colour 
you use, although white will keep it neutral. 
In 3ds Max, click Environment & Effects and 
select Background Colour. Leave Global 
Lighting for now, and close the window.

2Next you’ll 
need to set 

the render 
canvas. This is 
basically the size 
the render will 
come out at. 
Seeing as your 
model will be 
quite long, you’ll 
need a portrait 
set-up. Click the 
render tab, enter 
the output size as 
250x384 and lock 
the Image Aspect ratio. For now, the output 
should be fairly small so that your previews 
don’t take too long to render.
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3 It’s time to get dirty and start modelling 
Invertebrae. Select the Sphere tool from 

your standard Primitives. Now click and drag 
in the centre of your Front view port. The 
radius should be between 28 and 30. This 
sphere will be the core of your model.

4 Now duplicate your sphere to create the 
outer shell. The best way to do this is to 

hold down Shift and select the inner sphere 
you just created. You’re about to clone your 
shape, so make sure the object is a ‘copy’ 
and name it Outer Shell. Click OK.
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 5Drag the outer shell away from the inner shell by its X axis. Now you 
can see both spheres, increase the radius to 32 on the outer shell. 

Next select the inner shell, right-click and lock the object. Shift the outer 
shell back into the centre of your view ports so it covers the inner shell.

When creating your 
environment in 3ds Max 
you could experiment by 
using some studio HDRi 
maps on the 
environmental slot to 
give the model an ultra-
glossy feel. For a great 
reference, drop into 
www.dstrukt.com and 
check out Fallout.

HDRI
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 6With the outer shell selected, right-click 
it and select Convert To Editable Poly – 

this is how and where you’ll begin modelling 
Invertebrae! Once your shape is a Poly, 
select the three red dots within the selection 
tool bar, which let you control the vertices.

 7 Using your Top view port, click and drag – selecting half of the 
sphere’s vertices (the blue dots turn red) – and hit delete. As you’ll see 

in your Perspective view port, you now have a hemisphere on the right.

8Next, enlarge your Front view port. Having 
this full screen always helps when you’re 

modelling one side of a shape. Using the 
reference image featured above, drag the 
vertices on the bottom of the sphere 
downwards. Try to sculpt it with different 
vertices and different points. Don’t worry 
about how jagged it starts to look.

9Next you can start to add some depth  
to the shape you have created. Select 

Noise from the Modifier drop-down. I used  
a mixed strength ranging from 10.0 to 30.0. 
Feel free to experiment with this to get your 
required result. Also, make sure you have 
Fractal ticked under the Noise parameters.

10 By switching back to four-view port 
mode you should be able to see a 

shape that resembles Invertebrae. The inner 
shell will act as the core while the outer shell 
will be a sort of skin. Try not to be put off by 
how simple it looks – once you start adding 
your Displacement Maps it will really start to 
come to life.

11Now you need to 
add some maps  

to your shapes. Open the 
Material Editor and hit 
Standard. Double-click 
on VRayMtl. You now 
have a VRay map 
selected. Rename it as 
Inner and choose a 
colour from the diffuse 
palette – try and go for 
something that contrasts 
with your white 
background. Next, click 
the black box next to Reflect in the 
Reflection parameters. Make it a really light 
grey, and make sure Fresnel reflections are 
checked. Now select the inner shell and 
apply the map.

12 Now you’ll 
need to 

create the same 
map again in a 
new map slot, but 
this time you’ll 
want it to refract 
light, making it 
semi-transparent. 
Hit the black 
swatch and select  
a mid-toned grey. 
Apply this map to 
the outer shell.

13 Displacement will 
give your model a 

completely different look. 
Select the Outer Shell 
Map, scroll to the Maps 
list and click the Displace 
option. Select Bitmap 
from the list and locate 
the QuickTime file called 
DisplacementMap.mov. 
Slide the Max timeline to 
around 25-50 frames, 
and watch the material 
inside the map 
viewer change. By 
using a QuickTime 
file as my 
Displacement Map 
I get an entirely 
new shape from 
every frame.
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14 Before you  
go ahead  

and hit render, select 
the inner shell and 
apply the same 
Displacement Map. 
The two pieces of 
geometry are now 
using the same map, but one has slightly 
different Transparency settings. Once your 
maps are set, render out at the preview size 
set earlier on. I rendered out an 8-bit TIFF 
with Alpha Channels and no compression at 
1,500x2,304 pixels.

16Hit Command+L to bring up 
Photoshop’s Levels dialog and drag  

the black arrow to below where the peak 
starts. Once you have your Levels set, go to  
Image>Adjustments>SelectiveColour. In the 
colours drop-down, find Neutral colours and 
add roughly 20 to the yellows. Hit OK. Your 
render will start to look different, gaining a 
good deal more body.

17 Now you have your render toned up 
you can play with its form. Select the 

Marquee tool, drag it along a specific part of 
the rendered object and hit Command+T. 
When the Transform Boundary box appears 
toggle to Warp mode (Edit>Transform> 
Warp) rather than Free Transform. The 
selection will now have a grid system and 
vertices that can be moved around. Hit Enter 
once you’re satisfied with the look.

18 Now it’s time 
to integrate 

bubbles. Either use a 
stock photo or create 
bubbles with Max’s 
Particle Systems. Get the bubble images ready 
to be comped by using the Eraser airbrush to 
remove the background. Copy the layer and 
paste it into your Invertebrae document, 
positioning the bubbles behind the 3D render. 
Now set the Ink mode to Darken. Pixels 
lighter than the blend colour will be replaced.

19Now it’s time to toy with the colour  
to set the mood. On a new layer, use 

the Gradient tool to drag a mucky green-to-
white gradient down your canvas and set the 
Ink mode to Multiply. You’ll now notice the 
baby blue colour has changed to an aqua 
green. The reason for using a gradient 
rather than filling an entire layer with one 
colour is to add more complexity to the way 
the colours mix. You might want to try using 
other gradient methods, such as Radial.

20 Now adjust  
the curve values. 

Curves, like Level 
adjustments, enable you  
to adjust the entire tonal 
range of an image. But 
unlike Levels, which has 
only three adjustments, 
Curves lets you adjust a lot 
more points. Once you have 
the Curves dialog box up, click two points 
as shown in the accompanied screenshot. 
This setting simply deepens the blacks 
and intensifies the lighter tones.

21It’s now time  
to finish off by 

adjusting your Colour 
Balance. This control 
changes the overall 
mixture of colours in an 
image for generalised 
colour correction. Using 
only the Midtones, add 
a bit of red and magenta 
to your compositing. Feel free to experiment with the Tone Balance of the 
shadows and highlights until you reach your desired look and feel.  
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3ds Max is a hefty app 
and it doesn’t always 
play nicely with other 
programs. To get it 
working at its best, close 
down any other open 
apps and you’ll probably 
find it behaves better.

MAX OUT

15 In Photoshop, 
create a new document 

in A4 size and RGB mode. Create a light 
blue gradient to form the background. Now 
bring in your render, open the .TIFF file, 
select the Channels palette and Command-
click the Alpha layer. Hit Command+C to 
copy and then return to your main 
composition. Paste the model and adjust 
the colour to fit in the scene, using the Hue 
& Saturation palette. Drag the Hue slider 
until you get a nice blue shade, then adjust 
the saturation until you reduce the punch of 
some of the tones. 


